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FIG. 4. Relative volume change of y- nnd 
a-phases of cerium vs. pressure: 

(11 for y-phase (acc ording lo Bridgman); 
(2) y-phase (according lo us); (3) for a

phase (accord ing ·lo us l. 

pressure for 10 hr before beginning the X-ray photography (Fig. 3). The pressure in the apparatus was 
measured within 2%; all the experiments were performed at 20 ± 2° C. 

The cerium used in the experiments contained La < 0.01, Nd < 0.35, Pr < 0.35, Fe = 0.03%. The series 
of experiments described in this article were performed on a specimen in the shape of a cylinder 0.33 mm 
dia., which had been prepared by fine grinding with pure, dry vaseline oil as lubricant and coolant; no 

traces of asterism or texture were detected on the diffraction patterns. 

RESULTS OF EXPERI~IENTS AND CALCULATIONS 

1. On the X-ray patterns taken in an RKU-114M (dia. 114.59 mm) at atmospheric pressure and room 
temperature only y-Ce diffraction lines with indices <111}, (200), (22Q), (311) , (222), (40Q), (331), (42Q), 
(.t22) , (511), and (33:3>, (44Q), (531), (600) and (442) J (620), (533), (622) were observed. 

The lattice parameter was determined from reflections in the large-angle range (62-70° ) with asymmetric 
arrangement of the film . ~leasurements and calculations producl'd a lattice constant Go = 5. L'>8 ± 0.001 ~. 
The same value was found at at.mospheric pressure on diffraction patterns taken in the high-pressure 
apparatus . 

On the diffraction patterns taken under high pressures were y-phase lines with indices (111), (200), 
(220), (:311) , (222), (..10m, (331), (.t~O), (422), t51 U and (:33:~), (44Q), (5:3:1), (022), 011 some of the patterns 

thl' CuKa1 and CuJ\al doublet component lines (.122) and (440) were re."olvcd very well. We did not examine 
the ceriulll linl's which almost coincide with either tho~e uf her.vllillm or lithium in this work. 

To calculate th~' lattice parameter of y -Ce at different preS~llres we used reflections from (311) and 
( ~2~ ) plalll's <! s th('se were the I.ll'st Olll'S on all the ditfrnctioll patterns. 

Hridgman's data, whic.:h wcre tI t' rivcd for )'-Ce by the "pistoll di~plal'l'm('lIt" mL'tho<i (up tl) 7720 kg/ cm 2
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